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Background Context
•	Learning in a Technology Rich Environment (LITRE) Initiative (http://litre.ncsu.edu/)
–	born out of NC State’s SACS quality enhancement plan 
–	large scale research project on the effect of technology on student learning.
–	Evaluation of technology-rich learning spaces/classrooms
–	Faculty small grants program
•	Faculty, distance learning & information technology, FCTL and University Planning and Assessment effort 
Background Context
•	goal established in 2006 to gather systematic and broad information regarding current uses of technology as they relate to pedagogy (instructional techniques)
•	LITRE funded the design and development of a searchable faculty Technology Practices Directory (TPD) to study how faculty use technology to impact learning 
Directory Purposes
•	research existing technology practices in campus and distance classes (assessment)
•	target training towards under-utilized software, or target resources towards tools with the most use and/or learning impact (campus I.T.) 
•	develop specialized professional development using peer experts (lts, fctl)
•	promote faculty-faculty collaboration through search features to locate others using technologies of interest
•	help faculty document and promote innovations in teaching through public, searchable interface
Project Phases
•	theoretical design--what information to capture, and how to associate tool data with pedagogy/teaching practices
•	interface design--print and Web-based prototypes
•	phased release and marketing
Phase 1:
Theoretical Design
Theoretical Design
•	challenge--how to associate faculty technology use with student learning
•	previous surveys--most faculty can easily report tools they use, but have difficulty explaining how those tools impact or promote learning
•	a taxonomy was needed for faculty to report tools, but in a framework that simultaneously captured information on the type of learning occurring through use of the tool
Frameworks Connecting Tools
with Learning
•	Media for Inquiry, Communication, Construction, and Expression taxonomy (Bruce & Levin, 1997)
•	taxonomy of cognitive tools used in support of open-ended, student-centered learning environments (Hannafin, Land, & Oliver, 1999; Hill & Hannafin, 2001; Iiyoshi, Hannafin, & Wang, 2005)
•	collapsed these frameworks into ten learning-tool categories
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Other Design Considerations
•	who uses a tool, faculty to create materials/courses, or students as part of student-centered activities
•	which should faculty report first--tool or activity; may be more comfortable reporting tool, easing into alignment with different activities
Evaluation Questions
•	Which of the ten activities on the taxonomy are most and least frequently applied by faculty, and conversely, by students? What do these activities suggest with regard to general pedagogy or student learning? Are activities different across colleges?
•	What are the primary tools used most across the university and in specific colleges, and what do these uses indicate with regard to general pedagogy or student learning?
Phase 2:
Interface Design
Interface Design
•	distance learning office provided in-kind support with two Web applications programmers
•	translated the theoretical framework into a set of Web-based PHP forms that save entered data in tables on a server
•	time consuming process, approximately 8-9 meetings over entire fall semester
•	five forms comprise the data entry component
Form 1: Contact Information
•	collects typical demographic information from first-time users
–	first and last name
–	title, college, and department from pull-down lists
–	campus address, email address, phone number
–	personal Web site URL
Form 2: Course Information
•	faculty must tie their technology/activity use to specific courses, allowing us to assess the types of tools and activities used in different colleges, and at different levels (undergrad versus grad)
•	course prefix and number, college and department, any cross-listed college of department, primary level of students who take the course, approximate number of students who take the course, and teaching method for the course (i.e., face-to-face, online, blended, other distance method)
Form 3: Technology Information
•	report a single technology used in the course just reported
•	start with a pull-down list of commonly used technologies; course management systems, Web page editors, digital audio/video or graphics, internet/online resources, modeling software/simulations, GIS/GPS, office software, statistical/analytical software, programming software, electronic communication/collaboration, classroom presentation
Form 3: Technology Information
•	after selecting from general list, faculty write-in the name of the specific tool they are reporting
•	GIS/GPS... ArcView
•	Web page editor... Dreamweaver
•	by having faculty report both a general and specific instance, search output is improved, since a searcher can retrieve all of the specific tools associated with a general type
Form 3: Technology Information
•	the final selection on form 3 is the alignment of the reported tool with the 10 learning activities (i.e., is this tool associated with any of the following activities)
•	pop-up displays with example tools help faculty interpret the activities
•	after submitting this page, the reported tool can be associated with a general tool category and learning activities
Form 3: Technology Information
Form 4: Detail of Activities
•	form 4 is dynamic and built entirely from activities faculty select in form 3
•	who uses the tool for each reported activity (faculty, student, or both)
•	how important was the tool for accomplishing the activities (scale)
•	provide examples of how faculty and/or students use tool for the activities (open-ended)
Form 4: Detail of Activities
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Form 4: Detail of Activities
•	after submitting this form, the reported tool can be associated with a general tool category, activities, users, an estimate of value, and various descriptions of use 
Form 5: Infrastructure
•	check all that apply from a list of infrastructure items needed to support the reported tool (e.g., access to Internet in classroom, access to Internet outside classroom, computer labs)
•	provide recommendations for any infrastructure improvements that would optimize use of the reported tool (open-ended)
•	elect whether or not data can be displayed and made searchable in the public directory, and select where to go next 
Summary Page
•	after adding courses and tools to the directory, faculty log-in to see a summary page of courses and tools associated with their campus ID
•	add/edit/delete courses
•	add/edit/delete technologies
Summary Page
Search Page
•	text fields provided to search for keywords or instructor name
•	pull-down menus provided to search for tools associated with one of the 10 activities, one of the general tool categories, a specific user group (i.e., instructor versus student-oriented tools), a specific college, or a specific department
Search Page
Phase 3:
Marketing and Release
Phased Release
•	populating the directory with some good examples ahead of the general release was planned, since it was anticipated many in the general faculty would want to search and browse a few existing tool entries before diving in to share their own
•	faculty awarded internal grants from the advisory committee or who were on the advisory committee were asked to complete tool entries for a course or two
Marketing Efforts
•	Provost's office broadcast an email to all faculty on campus introducing the directory
•	followed-up with a printed post card mailed to all faculty describing the purposes for the directory and inviting faculty to participate
•	links added to several Web sites
•	article prepared for campus newsletter
•	follow-up phone calls from student workers deemed cost-prohibitive
Preliminary Findings
•	live four months, 89 of 2000 faculty have visited and entered some information
•	only half of these have completed a full tool-activity entry
•	findings insufficient to generalize
•	faculty tend to report "innovative" tools, not common, everyday tools like Word and Powerpoint
•	not systematically capturing ALL tools used
•	may be attracting only high-end tool users
One-to-One Evaluations
•	individually contacted contributors and non-completers
•	faculty report activities difficult to translate, particularly for hard sciences (directory modified to include tools that interact with physical artifacts, not just information)
•	faculty reluctant to report the same tool two or more times for different courses; suggest a tool-level focus (challenge since tool may have different user or activity relation in different courses--need to capture course-specific information)
One-to-One Evaluations
•	forms too lengthy, too time-consuming (some verbage and a few questions cut, but advisory committee is diverse with each group interested in different information; serving multiple masters)
•	consideration of opening directory to non-faculty contributors (instructional designers, secretaries, etc.) to enter data on behalf of faculty; question as to whether they can make appropriate tool-activity alignments
Challenges and Opportunities
•	difficulty launching portals as noted by learning object community
•	lack of reward structure for developing learning objects and innovative teaching materials found to be a key barrier for faculty contributors to a learning object catalog (Koppi et al., 2004)
•	to encourage a learning object economy, Liber (2005, p. 370) suggests a need exists to fund, support, and reward "communities of teachers committed to particular pedagogical approaches," and that the demand for objects will emerge from sustaining such groups
Ongoing Promotions
•	need to achieve a critical mass of users
•	enhancing directory to allow faculty to share links to their materials, encouraging sharing and contact
•	walking faculty through their first entries during new faculty orientations and summer intensive technology workshops
•	securing buy-in from deans and department heads to encourage participation (making data available about their colleges/departments); extrinsic motivators frowned upon by advisory committee
Potential Future Promotions
•	funding communities around specific tools, as noted by Liber (2005)
•	considering a reversal from top-down identification of faculty "experts" for leading workshops, to what it would take to foster bottom-up faculty-ran communities around tools of interest
•	MySpace-like system allowing faculty to associate/connect their personal profile and tool entries with other peers and peer groups (e.g., affiliate yourself with the campus 'learning object' group; collaborate on grants)
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